Introduction.
Let A = (ai, #2, #3, • .
•) be a sequence of positive integers. We let
P(A) = i ^
€ n &n \*n = 0 or 1, almost all e n = Or denote the set of integers that are sums of distinct terms of A. If P(A ) contains all sufficiently large integers, we say that A is complete. We shall show that certain classes of sequences that are characterized by their rate of growth are complete. Then A is complete.
If we assume that the sequence A is strictly increasing, then condition (1.1) may be weakened considerably. THEOREM for all n where 0 < a < 1.
Let A = (a± <
Then A is complete.
Erdôs (2) proved Theorem 1.2 in the case where a < (V5 -l)/2 = 0.6180. . . , and conjectured that the result was true for a < 1.
We shall say that a sequence A is subcomplete if P{A) contains an infinite arithmetic progression. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 follow easily from condition (1.2), once we have established that the restrictions on the rate of growth of A ensure that A is subcomplete. THEOREM Then A is subcomplete.
To establish this lemma, we first need another result. Proof. Let n > 0 be an integer. We claim that for some i and j with 0 < i < j < r, the sum
is divisible by r. Consider the r sums
sor = i((n -l)r + 1) + . . . + 6((n -l)r + r).
If they are distinct (mod r), then one of them, s 0j , is divisible by r. On the other hand, if sot = s 0j (mod r) for i < j, then 5 0 -= 5oj -5o< is divisible by r.
Set c n = s tj , where s tj is divisible by r. Then
which tends to infinity with n by (2.1). Therefore, there is an n 0 such that 
Hence, there is a y Ç P({ci, . . . ,c"j) with ^ -c n +i < y < * -c n+ i + M. Now y + c n+1 e P({ci, . . . , c n+ i}) and x < y + c n+ i < x + Af.
We have now shown that if x > 0, there is a y G P(C) with x < y < x + ikf. But P(C) C P(B) and every element of P(C) is divisible by r. Hence, we may take m(r) = M/r + 1 and the lemma is proved. We can now use this result to prove Lemma 2.1. 
Proof of Lemma
The first term is in P(B), the second is in P(C), and the third is in P(D). Therefore, the sum is in P{A). This is true for any k > 0, so A is subcomplete. 
. , a t ( r )}) contains an element from each residue class (mod r).
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Let r be the smallest integer for which the lemma fails. Then r > 1 and the sequence ai, . . . , a t ( T ) contains r terms not divisible by r. Let X = {xi, . . . , x s } be representatives for the distinct residue classes (mod r) which appear in P({a h . . . , a tiT) }). Then 5 < r. By a lemma of Erdôs (2, Lemma 2), there is a subsequence bi, . . . , b k of ai, . . . , a*( r > with & < s such that every element of X is congruent (mod r) to a sum of distinct terms from the sequence 6i, . . . , b k .
Since & < 5 < r, there is a term a* in the sequence a,\, . . . , a f(r) that is not in the subsequence and is not divisible by r. Hence, if the residue class of x is in X y so is the residue class of x + a t . By induction, the residue class of x + pa t is in X for all p > 0.
Let d = (r,a t ). Then 1 < d < r and d = pa { + qr where p may be chosen to be positive. By the choice of r, the lemma holds for d. Hence, since d\r and t(d) < t(r), X contains a representative from every residue class (mod d). Let y be any integer. Then
Therefore,
for some /. But the residue class of Xj + lpa t is in X. This is a contradiction since y is arbitrary. Proof. Let S be the set of all integers d > 1 such that the number of terms of A not divisible by d is less than d. Now S is non-empty because 1 Ç 5. Since a < 1, there is an n 0 such that for n > no, a n < Mn a < n. If A is a sequence and r is an integer, we let /(r, A) denote the number of terms in A that are equal to r. We may have l(r, A) -oo . 
We define a sequence B by
This sequence has the following properties:
We have
If We claim that there is an integer r with the following properties: 
. • , bm+i-i}).
First let n = r. By (2.5) and (2.6), there is a y G P({ôi, . . . , b r }) with x -y = 0 (mod r). Now Assume that the assertion is true for some n with r < n < m -1, and we shall prove it for n + 1. We may assume that H n = m + I -1, the conclusion follows from Assertion A with n = m -1. Assume that the assertion is valid for some n > m + / -1 ; then we shall prove it for n + 1.
In view of the inductive assumption, we may as well assume that x > Z b t .
i=r+l By (2.10), n > m > 4r. Therefore,
>Z*i+Z bt. Hence, by (2.8),
• . , b n }). The conclusion now follows.
Assertion B implies that B is complete. If x G P(B), then dx £ P(A), so A is subcomplete. Lemma 2.5 has now been proved. Proof. Let b n be equal to the nth. smallest term of A> where the smaller of two terms with the same value is taken to be the one with the smaller index. Clearly B is increasing. We have P{B) (Z P(A) because B is a permutation of a subsequence of A.
Since bi, bz, . . . ,b n are equal to the n smallest terms of A, their sum is less than or equal to the sum of any n terms of A. In particular, n n
Proofs of the theorems.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. First suppose that A is increasing and satisfies (1.1). Let I denote the set of a, 0 < a < 1, for which the theorem holds. If a = 0, then A is bounded, so it contains infinitely many terms with the same value. In this case A is clearly subcomplete, so 0 G I. If 0 < /3 < a and a d I, then j8 G I because n& < n a for all n > 1. Hence, if a 0 = sup /, it suffices to show that a 0 = l.
Suppose 0 < ao < 1. Let a = fa 0 + h Then 0 < a < 1, but a & I because a > a 0 . Hence, there is an increasing sequence A that is not subcomplete but satisfies We define disjoint subsequences B, C, and D of A as follows:
Here [x] denotes the greatest integer in x. For each m,
The right-hand side tends to infinity with n f so B satisfies (2.1).
We have c n > d n because A is increasing. Suppose that c n = d n for some n. Then by (3.1) and (3.2),
This is a contradiction, so c w > d n for all w. Let e n = c n -d n and let F be the increasing sequence obtained from E by Lemma 2.6. Then for each n > 0, 2n 2n 2n nf n < S /i < 2 /* < 2 ^i Therefore, 2a -1 Ç 7, so F is subcomplete. Now P(F) QP(E), so £ is subcomplete. By Lemma 2.1, ^4 is subcomplete, which is a contradiction. Now suppose A is strictly increasing and satisfies ( Proof of Theorem 1.1 and 1.2. Let A be an increasing sequence satisfying (1.2). Suppose that either A satisfies (1.1) or A is strictly increasing and satisfies (1.3). We shall call these two situations Case I and Case II, respectively.
Suppose we can find sequences B and C that are disjoint subsequences of A. and have the properties that P(B) contains an element from each residue class (mod r) for each r, and C is subcomplete. Let r 0 and r be integers such that r 0 + rk e P{C) for each k > 0.
Let {%u x 2 , . . . , x r } C P(B) where x t = i (mod r). If x is an integer and x > fo + max(xi, x 2 , . . . , x r ), then x -r 0 = x t (mod r) for some i, so
Hence, to show that A is complete it suffices to construct the sequences B and C. Choose no so large that 4:M(4:n) a < n for n > n 0 .
By (1.2), P(A) contains an element from each residue class (mod r) for each r. Hence, we can choose r 0 so that P({ai, a 2 , . . . , a TQ } ) contains an element from each residue class (mod r) for 1 < r < n 0 .
Define sequences B and C by = (a n if n < 2r 0 , \a 2 Furthermore, if 2i -1 > 2r 0 , then i + r 0 < 2i -1. Hence, the sequence Â = (ai, a 3 , a 5 , . . . , #4r-i) is a subsequence of (6i, ô 2 , . . . , ^4r) which is a subsequence of (£i, ^2, . . . , 6/( r )). In Case I each term of A is less than or equal to a± r , and at r < M(4:r) a < 4M(4r) a < r.
Hence, each of the 2r terms in À is not divisible by r. Now suppose we are in Case II. If fewer than r terms of Â are not divisible by r, then more than r terms of Â are divisible by r. The terms of Â are distinct because A is strictly increasing, so for some di £ Â, a f > r 2 . Therefore, r 2 < a t < a Ar < ikf(4r) 1+a = 4Af(4r)«r < r 2 .
This is a contradiction.
